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ABSTRACT 

 

We introduce the concept of common neighbourhood domination 

number (CN-domination number)  )(Gcnγ   of a graph  G   and 

analogous to this concept we define many other concepts like the 

CN-independence number  )(Gcnβ , CN-neighbourhood number  

)(Gcnη , total CN-domination number  )(Gtcnγ , CN-covering 

number  )(Gcnα   and we study some relations between them, 

and we also introduce some CN-graphs associate with the graph  
G  . 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
 All the graph considered here are 
finite and undirected with no loops and 
multiple edges. As usual  ||Vp =   and  

||Eq =   denote the number of vertices and 
edges of a graph G, respectively. In general, 
we use  〉〈X   to denote the subgraph 
induced by the set of vertices  X   and  )(vN   
and  ][vN   denote the open and closed 
neighbourhoods of a vertex v, respectively. 
A set D of vertices in a graph G is a 
dominating set if every vertex in  DV −   is 
adjacent to some vertex in  D . The 

domination number  )(Gγ   is the minimum 
cardinality of a dominating set of  G . A set  

VS⊆   is a neighbourhood set of  G , if  
〉〈= ∈ ][vNG SvU , where  〉〈 ][vN   is the 

subgraph of  G   induced by  v   and all 
vertices adjacent to  v  . The neighbourhood 
number )(Gη  of G  is the minimum 
cardinality of a neighbourhood set of a graph  
G . A neighbourhood set  VS⊆   is a 
minimal neighbourhood set, if  vS−   for all  

Sv∈  , is not a neighbourhood set of  G . 
 

A strongly regular graph with 
parameters ),,,( µλkn   is  k  - regular graph 
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with  n   vertices such that for any two 
adjacent vertices have  λ   common 
neighbours, and any two non- adjacent 
vertices have  µ   common neighbours.and 
when  0=λ   the strongly regular graph 
called strongly regular graph with no 
triangles (SRNT graph), A strongly regular 
graph that is connected, and its complement 
is connected is called primitive. 
    For terminology and notations not 
specifically defined here we refer reader to3. 
For more details about domination number 
and neighbourhood number and their related 
parameters, we refer to1,2 and4-8. 
In this paper we introduce the concept of 
common neighbourhood domination number 
(CN-domination number). In ordinary 
domination more adjacency between vertices 
is enough for a vertex to dominate another in 
practice; neighbourliness alone between 
persons is not enough for friendship. If the 
persons have common friend then it may 
result in friendship. Human beings have a 
tendency to move with others when they 
have common friends. 
 
2. CN-DOMINATING SETS 
 
Definition 2.1. Let G be simple graph with 
vertex set  },...,,{)( 21 nvvvGV =  For  ji ≠ , 
the common neighborhood of the the 
vertices  iv   and  jv , denoted by ),( ji vvΓ  , is 

the set of vertices, different from  iv   and  

jv , which are adjacent to both  iv  and  jv  . 

 
Definition 2.2. Let  ),( EVG =   be a graph. 
A subset  D   of  V   is called common 
neighbourhood dominating set (CN-
dominating set) if every  DVv −∈   there 

exist a vertex  Du∈   such that  )(GEuv∈   
and  1|),(| ≥Γ vu , where  |),(| vuΓ   is the 
number of common neighbourhood between 
the vertices  u   and  v  . The minimum 
cardinality of such dominating set denoted 
by cnγ   and is called common neighbourhood 

domination number (CN-domination number) 
of G . It is clear that CN-domination number 
is defined for any graph. 
 
Observation 2.3. From the definition of 
common neighbourhood domination number 
we can obtain  
 
(i)  1)( =pcn Kγ , where  2≠p  ,  

(ii) pPpcn =)(γ    

(iii) pCpcn =)(γ    

(iv) mrK mrcn +=)( ,γ    

(v)  for any wheel graph with  p   vertices  
1)( =pcn Wγ   

 

Definition 2.4. A common neighbourhood 
dominating set  D   is said to be minimal 
common neighbourhood dominating set if 
no proper subset of  D   is common 
neighbourhood dominating set. 
 
Definition 2.5. A minimal common 
neighbourhood dominating set D   of 
maximum cardinality is called  cnΓ  -set and 
its cardinality is denoted by  cnΓ  .  
 
Observation 2.6. Let  ),( EVG =   be a graph 
and  Vu ∈   be such that  0|),(| =Γ vu   for all  

)(uNv∈ ,  then  u   is in every common 
neighbourhood dominating set, such points 
are called common neighbourhood isolates. 
Let  cnI   denote the set of all common 
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neighbourhood isolated points of  G . Hence  
DII cns ⊆⊆ , where  sI   is the set of isolated 

points and  D  is the minimum CN-
dominating set of  G  . 
 
Theorem 2.7 A common neighbourhood 
dominating set  D   is minimal if and only if 
for every vertex  Du∈   one of the following 
holds:  
 

(i)  either  φ=∩ DuN )(   or  0|),(| =Γ vu   for 
all  DuNv ∩∈ )(  . 

(ii) there exist a vertex  DVv −∈   such that  
}{)( uDvN =∩   and  1|),(| ≥Γ vu  . 

 
Proof. Suppose that  D   is minimal 
common neighbourhood dominating set and 
let the conditions (i) and (ii) not hold. Then 
for some  Du∈   there exist  DuNv ∩∈ )(   
such that  1|),(| ≥Γ vu   and for every  

DVv −∈  either φ≠∩ DuN )(  or  
0|),(| =Γ vu . Therefore  uD −   is common 

neighbourhood dominating set. and this is 
contradiction to the definition of minimality 
of D . Hence (i) or (ii) holds.  
Conversely, suppose for every  Du∈   one 
of the statement (i) or (ii) holds. Suppose  D   
is not minimal. Then there exist  Du∈   such 
that  uD −   is common neighbor-hood 
dominating set. Hence there exist  

}{ uDv −∈  such that  v   is common 
neighbourhood dominates  u . That is  

)(uNv∈   and  1|),(| ≥Γ vu . Therefore does 
not satisfy (i). The  u   must satisfy (ii), so 
there exist  DVv −∈   such that  

uDuN =∩)(   and  1|),(| ≥Γ vu . Since  

uD −   is common neighbourhood dominating 
set,  there exist  uDw −∈   such that  w   is 
adjacent to  v   and  w   has common 

neighbourhood with v . Therefore  
DvNw ∩∈ )( , 1|),(| ≥Γ vw  and uw ≠ , a 

contradiction to  uDvN =∩)( . Therefore  
D   is minimal common neighbourhood 
dominating set. 
 
Theorem  2.8. A graph  G   has a unique 
minimal common neighbourhood dominating 
set if and only if the set of all common 
neighbourhood isolates forms a common 
neighbourhood dominating set.  
 
Proof. Let  G   has a unique minimal 
common neighbourhood dominating set D , 
and suppose  uVuS :{ ∈=   is common 
neighbourhood isolate } . Then  DS ⊆ , now 
suppose  φ≠− SD , let  SDv −∈ , since  v   
is not common neighbourhood isolate,  

}{ vV −  is common neighbourhood dominating 
set. Hence there exist a minimal common 
neighbourhood dominating set  }{1 vVD −⊆  
and  DD ≠1   a contradiction to the fact that  
G   has a unique minimal common 
neighbourhood dominating set. Conversely 
if the set of all common neighbourhoods 
isolates forms a common neighbourhood 
dominating set, then it is clear that G   has a 
unique minimal common neighbourhood 
dominating set. 
 

Theorem 2.9. Let  G   be a graph without 
common neighbourhood isolated vertices. 
(That is, given any Vu ∈ , there exist Vv∈   
such that  )(GEuv∈   and 1|),(| ≥Γ vu  ) If  D  
is minimal common neighbourhood 
dominating set, then  DV −   dominating set. 
 

Proof. Let  D   be a minimal common 
neighbourhood dominating set of G . 
Suppose  DV −   is not a dominating set. 
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Then there exists a vertex  u   in  D   such 
that  u   is not dominated by any vertex in  

DV − . Then  u   is dominated by at least one 
vertex  v   in  }{ uD −   and  1|),(| ≥Γ vu . Thus  

}{ uD −   is a common neighbourhood 
dominating set of  G , which contradicts the 
minimal common neighbourhood dominating of  
D . Thus every vertex in  D   is adjacent 
with at least one vertex in  DV − . Hence  

DV −   is a dominating set. 
 
Corollary 2.10. Let  G   be a primitive 
strongly regular graph with the parameters  

),,,( µλkn   such that  0>λ . If  D   is a 
minimal common neighbourhood dominating 
set, then  DV −   is a dominating set. 
 
Definition 2.11. Let  Vu ∈ . The CN-
neighbourhood of  u   denoted by  )(uNcn   is 
defined as  }1|),(:|)({)( ≥Γ∈= vuuNvuNcn . The 
cardinality of  )(uNcn  is denoted by  )(udcn   
in  G , and  }{)(][ uuNuN cncn ∪= . The 
maximum and minimum common 
neighbourhood degree of a point in  G   are 
denoted respectively by  )(Gcn∆   and  

)(Gcnδ . That is  |)(|max)( uNG cnVucn ∈=∆ ,  
|)(|min)( uNG cnVucn ∈=δ . 

 

Theorem 2.12. For any graph  G  ,  
)(][ )(1 GcnG

n
cn

γ≤∆+   

 
Proof. Let  S   be a  cnγ  -set. Each vertex 
can common neighbourhood dominate at 
most  )1)()(( +∆ GG cncnγ   vertices, so  

)1)()((|][| +∆≤= GGsNn cncncn γ , hence   

)()(1 GcnG
n
cn

γ≤∆+ . Therefore  

)(][ )(1 GcnG
n
cn

γ≤∆+ . 

Corollary 2.13. For any strongly regular 
graph with the parameters  ),,,( µλkn    

)(1 Gcn
n γλ ≤+  . 

 
Proposition 2.14. 
Let  G   be a graph,  pGcn =)(γ   if and only 
if  G   is a triangle free. 
 
Proof. Let  G   be a graph with common 
neighbourhood dominating set  D   and  

pGcn =)(γ . We claim that  G   is a triangle 
free. Let  uvw  be the three vertices form a 
triangle. Now clearly  }{ vD −   is a common 
neighbourhood dominating set of  G . Hence  

1)( −≤ pGcnγ  , a contradiction. Conversely, 

Let  G   be triangle-free graph. Let  D   be a 
common neighbourhood dominating set of  
G   with  1|| −≤ pD   and  DVv −∈  , since  
D   is a common neighbourhood dominating 
set of  G  . Then there exists at least one 
vertex  Du∈   such that  )(GEuv∈   and  

1|)()(| ≥∩ vNuN . Let  )()( vNuNw ∩∈  , then  
wvu ,,   form a triangle, a contradiction. 

 
Corollary 2.15. If  G   is bipartite graph, 
then  pGcn =)(γ  . 
 

Let  X   be a random variable on a 
probability space  Ω  , and let  ][ XE   be the 
expectation of  X . Then we know that if  

cXE ≤][   for some constant  c  , there is an  
Ω∈s   such that csX ≤)( . Let  nXXX ,...,, 21   

be random variables, and let   

nnXcXcX ++= ...11 , where  ic  's are 
constants. Linearity of expectation states that  

][...][][ 11 nn XcXcX ++=  . 
Using this simple observation, we prove the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.16. Let  G   be a graph with 
order  n   and minimum common neighbors 
of every two adjacent vertices  1≥k  . Then  
G   has a minimal common neighbourhood 
dominating set of size at most 

nk
k

k
kk })()(1{

11

1
1

1
1

+

++ +− . 

 
Proof. Fix  p   with  10 << p  . Let us select, 
randomly and independently, each vertex of  

)(GVV =   with probability  p  . Let  D   be 
the random set of all vertices selected, and 
let  T   be the random set of all vertices not 
in  D   that do not have any common 
neighbors in  D . Then the expectation  

|][| DE   of the random variable  ||D   is  
npDE =|][|   since  ||D   has a binomial 

distribution with parameters  n   and  p  . To 
find  |][| TE  , we let  vVvT χ∑= ∈||  , where  

1=vχ   if  Tv∈   and  0=vχ   otherwise. 

Note that P(v∈ T)= P (v and its common 
neighbors are not in D)= (1 – p)1+common 

neighbors of v ≤ (1 – p)1+k. 
for  each v∈ V. Thus, we have 
 

k
Vv

vVvvVv

pnTvP

ETE
+

∈

∈∈

−≤∈∑=

∑=∑=
1)1()(

][][|][| χχ
 . 

 

Therefore, we have 
 kpnnpTDE +−+≤+ 1)1(|]||[|  (1) 
 
Using elementary calculus, we minimize the 
left side of (1) with respect to  p  . Then the 
minimum value of it is 

 nk
k

k

kk
})()(1{

11

1
1

1
1

+

++ +− . 

Which is attained when  k

k
p

1

)(1
1

1
+−= . 

This means that there is at least one choice 
of  D   such that 

 nTD k
k

k

kk
})()(1{||||

11

1
1

1
1

+

++ +−≤+ . 

 
The set  TD ∪   is clearly a common 
neighbourhood dominating set of  G   whose 
cardinality is at most 

 nk
k

k

kk
})()(1{

11

1
1

1
1

+

++ +− . 

 
Definition 2.17. A subset  S   of  V   is 
called a common neighbourhood 
independent set (CN-independent set), if for 
every  )(, uNvSu nc∉∈   for all  }{ uSv −∈ . It 
is clear that every independent set is CN-
independent set. A CN-independent set  S   
is called maximal if any vertex set properly 
containing  S   is not CN-independent set, 
The maximum cardinality of CN-
independent set is denoted by  cnβ  , and the 
lower CN-independence number  cni   is the 
minimum cardinality of the CN-maximal 
independent set. 
 
Theorem .2.18. Let  S   be a maximal CN-
independent set. Then  S   is minimal CN-
dominating set. 
 
Proof.  Let  S   be a maximal CN-
independent set. Let SVu −∈ . If  )(vNu cn∉   
for every  Sv∈ , Then  }{ uS∪   is CN-
independent set, a contradiction to the 
maximality of  S . Therefore  )(vNu cn∈   for 

some  Sv∈ . Therefore  S   is CN-
dominating set. Since for any  

)(, vNuSu cn∉∈   for every  }{ uSv −∈   either  
φ=∩ SuN )(   or  0|),(| =Γ vu   for all  
SuNv ∩∈ )( .  

 
Therefore  S   is minimal CN-dominating 
set. 
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Proposition 2.19. For any graph  
()()()( GcnGiG cncncn Γ≤≤≤ βγ

 
3.  SOME GRAPHS RELATED TO THE 
    COMMON NEIGHBOURHOOD
 

Definition 3.1. Let  ,( EVG =

The neighbourhood graph  G
defined as the graph with vertex set  
and two distinct vertices  vu,

and only if they have at least one common 
neighbours. 
 

Theorem 3.2. 

 (ii)  mr
cn

mr KKK ∪≅)( ,  . 

(iii)  p
cn

p
cn

p KKW ≅≅ )()(  . 

(iv)  if  5≥p , then   

       






∪≅ is p if,

is p if,
)(

22
pp CC

C
C

pcn
p

 

We omit the proof of the above 
proposition because it is easy to prove all the 
parts of the proposition directly from the 
definition of the common 
graph. 
 

Theorem 3.3. Let  G   be primitive strongly 
regular graph with parameters  
then 

(i)  cnG)(   is strongly regular graph with 
parameters  ,22,( µ+−− vkvv

is strongly regular graph without triangles.
(ii)  v

cn KG =)(   otherwise. 

 
Proof. (i) It is clear since  G
strongly regular graph without triangles, 
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For any graph  G ,  
)(G . 

SOME GRAPHS RELATED TO THE  
COMMON NEIGHBOURHOOD 

)E   be a graph. 
cnG   of  G   is 

defined as the graph with vertex set  )(GV   
  are adjacent if 

and only if they have at least one common 

 

even. is

odd; is
  

We omit the proof of the above 
proposition because it is easy to prove all the 
parts of the proposition directly from the 
definition of the common neighbourhood 

be primitive strongly 
regular graph with parameters  ),,,( µλkv   

is strongly regular graph with 
)2 λ+− k   if  G   

is strongly regular graph without triangles. 

G   be primitive 
strongly regular graph without triangles, 

then  1≥µ   and  0=λ   and by the definition 
of common neighbourhood graph, any two 
vertices in  cnG)(   are adjacent if they are not 

adjacent in  G  . Hence  G(

complement of G  which is strongly regular 
graph with parameters   

)2,22,( λµ +−+−− knknn . 

(ii) it is clear that any two vertices in  

has either  λ   or  µ   
neighbourhoods. Therefore any two vertices 
in  cnG)(   are adjacent. Hence  G(

 
Corollary 3.4.  Let  G   be primitive 
strongly regular graph with order  
domination number  γ . Then   





=
otherwise.,

; trianglesno hasG  if,
)(

γ
γ

p
Gcn

  
Theorem 3.5. For any graph  

)())(( GG cn
cn γγ ≤ . 

 
Proof. It is clear that any common 
neighbourhood dominating set of  
dominating set of  G)(

)())(( GG cn
cn γγ ≤ . 

 
Theorem 3.6. Let  G   be a graph such that 
the set which has common neighbourhood 
points with  u   is contained in  N

Vu∈  . Then  )()( GG cn
cn γγ =  . 

 
Proof. Let  D   be any  −γ  set of  
Then for any  DVu −∈   there exist  
such that  u   and  v   are adjacent in  
That is  u   and  v   has common 
neighbourhood in  G  , and by hypothesis,  

) 

and by the definition 
of common neighbourhood graph, any two 

are adjacent if they are not 
cnG)   is the 

which is strongly regular 

it is clear that any two vertices in  cnG)(   

  common 
neighbourhoods. Therefore any two vertices 

n
cn KG =) . 

be primitive 
strongly regular graph with order  p   and 

;
   

For any graph  G ,  

It is clear that any common 
neighbourhood dominating set of  G   is 

cn) . Hence  

be a graph such that 
the set which has common neighbourhood 

)(uN   for all  

 

set of  cnG  . 
there exist  Dv∈   

are adjacent in  cnG  . 
has common 

, and by hypothesis,  
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)(vNu∈ . Therefore  D
neighbourhood dominating set of  

Therefore  ||)(cn DGγ =≤
)())(( GG cn

cn γγ ≤ . Hence  (γ
 
Definition 3.7. Let  G   be a given graph. 
Let  H   be the graph constructed from  
as follows:  )()( GVHV = , two points  

and  v   are adjacent in  H   if and only if  
and  v   are adjacent and have common 
neighbourhood in  G .  H
adjacent inherent common neighbourhood 
graph of  G   or common neighbourhood 
associate of  G   and is denoted by  
It is clear that  ))(( EGcnE ⊆

))(( GcnEuve ∈= , then  u
adjacent and have common neighbourhood 
in  G . Therefore  Ee∈

)(GEuve ∈=  is said to be common 
neighbourhood edge (CN-edge) if  
 
Observation 3.8. Let  G   
every edge in  G   
neighbourhood edge, then (γ
 

 

 

It is clear that in  G   the edge  
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  is common 

neighbourhood dominating set of  G . 

)( cnGγ= , but  

)()( GG cn
cn γ= . 

be a given graph. 
be the graph constructed from  G   

, two points  u   

if and only if  u   
are adjacent and have common 

  is called the 
adjacent inherent common neighbourhood 

or common neighbourhood 
and is denoted by  )(Gcn . 

)(GE , because if  
  and  v   are 

and have common neighbourhood 
)(G . An edge  

said to be common 
edge) if  1|),(| ≥Γ vu . 

  be a graph. If 
  is common 

)())(( GGcn γ= . 

Proof.  Let  )(GEcn   be the set of all 
common neighbourhood edges of  

that is clear  (()( GcnEGEcn =
GGcn =)(  , that is  ))(( Gcn γγ =

 
Observation 3.9. If  G   is a graph without 
common neighbourhood edge, then  
is totally disconnected.  
 
Theorem 3.10. Let  G   is primitive strongly 
regular graphs with triangles. Then  

)()( GcnGcn = . 
 
Proof. since  G   is primitive strongly 
regular graph with triangles, then it is clear 
that every edge is common neighbourhood, 

that is  GGcn =)( . Similarly  

Hence  )()( GcnGcn = . It is not true in 
general for all graphs if every edge is CN

edge in  G   then in  G   every edge is CN
edge. 
 
Example 3.11. Consider in a graph  
every edge is common neighbourhood as in 
Figure 2a 

 

the edge  ef   is not CN-edge (see figure 2b) 

 553 

) 

be the set of all 
common neighbourhood edges of  G . Then 

))G .  Hence  
)(Gγ .  

is a graph without 
common neighbourhood edge, then  )(Gcn   

is primitive strongly 
regular graphs with triangles. Then  

is primitive strongly 
regular graph with triangles, then it is clear 
that every edge is common neighbourhood, 

. Similarly  GGcn =)( . 

. It is not true in 
very edge is CN-

every edge is CN-

Consider in a graph  G   
every edge is common neighbourhood as in  
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4. TOTAL CN-DOMINATING SETS,  
    CN-COVERING SETS AND  
    CN-NEIGHBOURHOOD SETS 
 
Definition 4.1. A subset  VD ∈   is said to 
be total common neighbourhood dominating 
set (total CN-dominating set) if for all  

Vx∈  , there exist  Dy∈   such that  y   is 
adjacent to  x   and  y   has common 

neighbourhood with  x . 
If  G   has no common neighbor-

hood isolated points, then  V   is total 
common neighbourhood set. The minimum 
cardinality of a total common neighbourhood 
dominating set in a graph  G   is called the 
total common neighbourhood domination 
number of  G   denoted by  tcnγ . It is 

convention to take  ∞=tcnγ   if  G   has a 

common neighbourhood isolated point. 
 
Proposition 4.2. 
 
(i)  2)()( == ptcnptcn WK γγ   

(ii)  ∞=== )()()( ,mrtcnptcnptcn KCP γγγ   

 
Proof. The proof of the proposition is very 
easy we can get it directly from the 
definition of the total common 
neighbourhood dominating set. 
 
Definition 4.3. Let  ),( EVG =  . A subset  
S  of  V   is called Common neighbourhood 
vertex covering (CN-vertex covering) of  G   
if for CN-edge  uve =   either  Su∈   or  

Sv∈ . The minimum cordiality of CN-
vertex covering of  G   is called the CN-
covering number of  G   and denoted by  

)(Gcnα  . 

Proposition  4.4. 
 
(i) If  G   is a graph has no CN-edge, then  

0)( =Gcnα    
(ii) If  G   is strongly regular graph with 
parameters  ),,,( µλkn   such that  0>λ , 

then  )()( GGcn αα = .  

(iii) 1][ )( 2 += p
pcn Wα    

(iv) Let  G   be any graph has no common 
neighbourhood isolates. Then every 
common neighbourhood vertex cover is 
common neighbourhood dominating set of  
G  , i.e,.  

)()()( GGG cncn ααγ ≤≤ . 
 
Theorem 4.5. Let  G   be a graph of order  
n  . Then  

nGG cncn =+ )()( βα  

 
Proof. Let  S  be  cnβ  -set in  G , suppose  

uve=   be any CN-edge, then either  u   or  
v   are in  SV − , that is  SV −   is common 
neighbourhood vertex cover of  G . 
Therefore )(|| GSV cnα≤− . That is   

)()( GGn cncn βα +≤ . Similarly if we  

suppose that  S  be  cnα  -set in  G  , and  
uve=   be any CN-edge, so one of the 

points  u   and  v   must belongs to  S  , that 
is  SV −   is common neighbourhood 
independent set in  G . Therefore   

)(|| GSV cnβ≥− , that is   

)()( GGn cncn βα +≥ . Hence   

nGG cncn =+ )()( βα . 
 

Definition 4.6 A set of CN-edges is said to 
be independent if no two edges in that set 
have a common point. The common 
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neighbourhood edge independence number 
denoted by  )(1 Gcnβ   is the maximum 
cardinality of an independent set of CN
edges. From the definition it is easy to see 
that for any graph  G . (1 Gcnβ
 
Definition 4.7. Let  G   be a graph. Let  
be a subset of  )(GV  . The common 
neighbourhood subgraph ind
the subgraph whose vertex set is  
two points of  S  are adjacent if and only if 
they are adjacent and they have common 
neighbourhood in  G  . 
  
Definition 4.8. Let  ,( EVG =
 

 
Proposition  4.10.  
 
(i) The CN-neighbourhood number of any 
graph  G  of order n  without triangles is
(ii)  1)( =pcn Wη   
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neighbourhood edge independence number 
is the maximum 

cardinality of an independent set of CN-
ition it is easy to see 

)() 1 cnGG cnβ= . 

be a graph. Let  S  
. The common 

neighbourhood subgraph induced by  S  is 
the subgraph whose vertex set is  S  and 

are adjacent if and only if 
they are adjacent and they have common 

)E   be a graph.  

Let  ncnE   be the set of non
neighbourhood edges of  G  . A subset  
of  )(GV   is a common neighbourhood set 

of  G   if  ((Sv
ncnEG 〈∪=− ∈

where  cncn vN )][( 〉〈   is the common 
neighbourhood subgraph of  G   

][vNcn . The common neighbourhood 

number  cnη   of  G   is the minimum 
cardinality of a common neighbourhood set 
of  G . 
 
Example 4.9: Let  G   be a graph as in 
Figure 3a,  then   〈Ncn[6]〉= (〈Ncn[6]
Figure 3b. 

 

neighbourhood number of any 
without triangles is n.  

Theorem 4.11. If every edge in a graph  
is CN-edge, then  )()( GGcn ηη =
 

Proof. If every edge in  G   is CN
)(cnGG = , then  )()( GGcn ηη =

 555 

) 

be the set of non-common 
. A subset  S  

is a common neighbourhood set 

))][ cncn vN 〉〈 , 

is the common 
  induced by  

. The common neighbourhood 

is the minimum 
cardinality of a common neighbourhood set 

be a graph as in 
[6]〉)cn   as in 

If every edge in a graph  G   
. 

is CN-edge then  
. 
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The converse of previous theorem is 
not true for example consider the graph  H   
obtained by joining any vertex of  pK   with 

extra vertex, here  2)()( == HHcn ηη , but  
H   has edge which is not CN-edge.  
 
Theorem 4.12. For any graph  G , 

)()()( GGG cnγηγ ≤≤  . 
In the final we state the following  open 
Problems: 
 
Problem 1. Characterize graph  G   for 
which  )()()( GGG cnγηγ == . 

Problem 2. If  a  ,b ,  c   be four integers 
such that  cba ≤≤  . Then there exists a 
graph  G   with  aG =)(γ  ,  bG =)(η   and  

cGcn =)(γ .  
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